6. A1. (Additivitiy) If X = X i , then the map ι i : ⊕ i H n (X i ) → H n (X) is an isomorphism for any n and any indexing set. Remark 0.2: Eilenberg-Steenrod definition differs from the above in the following way 1. the axioms are ordered differently, the category of spaces is different 2. V.2 of excision is used 3. there is no additivity axiom, and no weak equivalence axiom Theorem 0.3: (Uniqueness of E-S homology theories) If H * and K * are E-S homology theories, not necessarily satisfying A1 and A2, then if the coefficient groups η 0 : H 0 (pt) ∼ = K 0 (pt), then for any finite CW pair (X, A) we have natural transformations η n : H n (X, A) ∼ = K n (X, A) lifting η 0 . In particular, they are isomorphic to singular homology with coefficients H 0 (pt). If in addition, both H * and K * satisfy the additivity axiom, the result extends to CW pairs (not necessarily finite). Furthermore, if both homology theories satisfy the weak equivalence axiom, the result extends to pairs of CGWH spaces.
A similar statement holds for cohomology theories. Definition 0.4: (Generalized reduced homology theories) A generalized reduced homology theory is a collection of functors h n from CGWH * to Ab along with natural transformations e n : h n → h n+1 • Σ, which satisfy the following axioms:
A1. (Homotopy invariance) If f g : X → Y , then f * = g * .
A2. (Exactness) If ι :
A X is a cofibration, then the following sequence is exact h n (A) ι * / / h n (X) q * / / h n (X/A).
A3. (Suspension)
The homomorphism e n : h n (X) → h n+1 (ΣX) is an isomorphism.
A4. (Additivity) If X = ∨ i X i , then the inclusions ι i : X i → X induce an isomorphism ι i * : h n (X i ) → h n (X).
A5. (Weak equivalence) If f : X → Y is a weak equivalence, then f * is an isomorphism.
Remark 0.5: One can go between generalized reduced theories and generalized unreduced theories easily by the following formulas:
1. For NDR pairs (X, A), also called good pairs, or A X a cofibration, H n (X, A) = h n (X + /A + ) = h n (X/A) if A = ∅ h n (X + ) if A = ∅ 2. If (X, x 0 ) is a pointed space so that {x 0 } is a NDR, then h n (X) = H n (X, x 0 ) Remark 0.6: The following construction is often useful. Let H * be a generalized unreduced homology theory. If one only has a description of H * (X) for absolute spaces, one can recover a reduced theory by splitting off the coefficients using the following splitting: pt → X → pt induces H * (pt) → H * (X) → H * (pt) says that H n (X) ∼ = H n (pt) ⊕ H n (X) for all n and X, where H * is defined by this decomposition. The collection of functors H * then make a reduced homology theory. The same construction works for cohomology as well. Remark 0.7: Show how to get long exact sequence from the above axioms. Show how to get excision, Mayer-Vietoris. The definitions for generalized reduced and unreduced cohomology theories are entirely analogous, just with some index shifting, and the additivity axiom changing to reflect the contravariance.
(I should add them for completeness)
Spectra
In what follows, we heavily use the existence of an adjunction Σ Ω on Top * which descends to an adjunction hTop * , where Σ is the reduced suspension functor and Ω is the loop space functor. Explicitly, for any pointed spaces X and Y we have η : [ΣX, Y ] ∼ = [X, ΩY ] a natural isomorphism of sets. First one shows η : Top * (ΣX, Y ) ∼ = Top * (X, ΩY ) by sending a map f (x, t) : ΣX → Y to f t (x) = f (x, t). Over a point x in ΣX, there is a loop. This loop gets mapped to a loop in Y under f , and this describes the map. The inverse map is defined analogously. One can chase around the diagrams to see that the η as defined is natural, so it is an adjunction.
Whitehead's category of spectra Definition 1.8: (Whitehead Spectrum) A Whitehead spectrum E is a sequence of based spaces E n with maps e n : S 1 ∧ E n → E n+1 . If n ∈ Z is allowed, we write Sp Z for the category, and if we restrict to n ≥ 0 we write Sp N . A morphism φ : E → F of Whitehead spectra is a collection of maps φ n : E n → F n so that the following diagram commutes.
Remark 1.9: In Whitehead's paper [?] , his category of spaces is the full subcategory of Top * with objects that are homotopy equivalent to CW -complexes. Whitehead also allows positive and negative indices for spectra. Definition 1.10: (Ω-spectrum) An Ω-spectrum is a Whitehead spectrum E so that the adjoint of the structure map e n : E n → ΩE n+1 is a homotopy equivalence. One could weaken the definition and just require the maps e n be weak equivalences.
(Perhaps denote the category of Ω spectra by Sp Ω .)
The Adams/Spanier category of CW-spectra The category of symmetric simplicial set spectra These definitions for spectra turn out to be inadequate for many reasons. In particular, the smash product of two spectra is very difficult to define, and only can be done in the homotopy category of spectra, i.e. the stable homotopy category. One way around this is to use symmetric spectra instead. Definition 1.11: (Symmetric spectrum) A symmetric spectrum X is given by 1. a sequence of pointed (based) simplicial sets X 0 , X 1 , . . .
a collection of maps
3. a basepoint preserving left action of the symmetric group S n on X n such that the maps
We now make the final condition more precise. Since S p ∼ = (S 1 ) ∧p , the symmetric group S p acts on S p by permuting cells. We embed ι : S p × S n → S p+n by having S p permyte the first p elements and S n permute the last n elements.
From the structure maps x n , we construct the maps x p n in the obvious manner:
and so on. The equivariance condition then asserts the commutativity of the following square for all σ ∈ S p ×S n :
Example 1.12: For each G ∈ Ab, the Eilenberg-Maclane spaces K(G, n) form an Ω-spectrum. We take K n = K(G, n), and write the spectrum as K or K(G).
for all n and k, we see that ΩK(G, n) is a K(G, n − 1). Since up to homotopy equivalence there is only one K(G, n), we obtain a map k n : K(G, n) → ΩK(G, n + 1) which is a homotopy equivalence. The adjoint maps k n : S 1 ∧ K(G, n) → K(G, n + 1) then make K a spectrum. One can construct a simplicial set version of the spectrum K(G) using the DoldKan correspondence. See exercise 8.4.4 in Weibel's book. Also May's book on simplicial objects, section 23. Example 1.13: The sphere spectrum and the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum for Z are symmetric spectra. To any space X there is a suspension spectrum X given by X n = Σ n X with x n = id.
1.1. The Brown Representability Theorem Definition 1.14: To every Ω-spectrum E, there is an associated generalized reduced cohomology theory E * given by the formula E n (X) = [X, E n ] where X is a based space. This satisfies the additivity axiom, but will not necessarily satisfy the weak equivalence axiom. Definition 1.15: If E is just a Whitehead spectrum, one can still define a generalized reduced cohomology theory E * by the formula
where the direct limit is taken with respect to the evident maps. This cohomology theory will fail the additivity axiom unless it is an Ω-spectrum. Another notation for this is H n (−; E). To get unreduced theories, one artificially introduces basepoints into the construction, like in the discussion on generalized homology and cohomology theories above. Definition 1.16: To every spectrum E, there is an associated reduced homology theory as well. It is defined by the formula E n (X) = lim − → [S k+n , X ∧ E k ], again with diagram clockwise is the natural suspension isomorphism to the associated reduced cohomology theory. This argument shows that we can define the map the other way too, as long as we have an Ω-spectrum. As the map going counterclockise is more natural from the spectrum point of view, we should be using this description. Example 1.17: In particular, if we take the spectrum K(G), the Eilenberg-Maclane spectrum for the group G, we get ordinary homology and cohomology with coefficient group G. The way one proves this is by using the uniqueness of EilenbergMaclane homology and cohomology theories with the dimension axiom. There is a map T : [X, K(G, n)] → H n (X; G) which induces the isomorphism as well. Given
. An explicit construction of α is possible, and can be found in Hatcher pg. 402.
These observations lead us to the question: Is every cohomology theory represented by a spectrum in this way? The answer is "yes" and is captured by the Brown Representability Theorem. Theorem 1.18: Every reduced, additive cohomology theory on the category of basepointed CW complexes and basepoint-preserving maps has the form
If additivity is dropped, the same conclusion holds but only on the category of finite CW complexes.
Every reduced, additive homology theory is represented by a spectrum K for all CW complexes. If additivity is dropped, then the statement holds only for finite CW complexes.
More on spectra

Homology and cohomology for spectra
In the above section on Brown representability, we saw that homology and cohomology could be phrased in terms of stable homotopy theory. This perspective is very useful, and coupled with the category of spectra, one can give fairly concrete map-based descriptions of homology and cohomology constructions. One can take this a step further, and define homology and cohomology not for just spaces, but for spectra as well.
To carry out this program, we need a suitable category SH which consists of spectra with maps being some sort of "stable map" that will agree with our notion if we are working with the spectra Σ ∞ X. If this all works out, the definitions for homotopy groups, homology, and cohomology will be the following.
Spanier-Whitehead category, categories with suspension (Heller), etc. Model structure on categories of spectra Do the above but with symmetric simplicial set spectra 2.3. Homology and cohomology constructions with spectra Ring spectra cup product, cap product E-orientability Thom isomorphism Spanier-Whitehead duality Poincaré-Lefschetz duality 2.4. Symmetric spectra and smash product
In the paper [?], the authors are able to define the smash product of symmetric spectra and work out many of its properties by realizing it as a tensor product in the category of S-modules with respect to some symmetric monoidal category. What follows is a sketch of the construction with some additional comments on what is meant in the paper. Definition 2.19: Let Σ be the subcategory of Set with objects n = {1, 2, 3, ..., n} for n ≥ 0 (for n = 0 we take n = ∅), and morphisms are required to be bijections. Therefore, whenever n = m we have Σ(n, m) = ∅. Definition 2.20: The category of symmetric sequences in C is the functor category C Σ . For the category of pointed simplicial sets sSet * , we write sSet Σ * or S Σ * for the category of symmetric sequences of simplicial sets.
An element X ∈ sSet Σ * is a sequence of pointed simplicial sets X 0 , X 1 , . . . with an action of the group Σ n on X n . A morphism f : X → Y ∈ sSet Σ * is a sequence of Σ n -equivariant maps f n : X n → Y n . Definition 2.21: The tensor product in sSet Σ * of X and Y is the simplicial symmetric sequence given by the sequence of pointed simplicial sets
where Σ n is the simplicial set with one non-degenerate 0-cell for every element of Σ n and all other cells are degenerate. Digression 2.22: We explain what ∧ Σp×Σq is in a slightly more general context. Suppose A, B are two pointed simplicial sets for which A has a right Gaction and B has a left G-action. Then A ∧ G B is the quotient of A ∧ B where we declare for all a, b, g that (ag, b) = (a, gb). More precisely, we have maps
If instead of the smash product, we were using the cartesian product, the above construction is called the "balanced product" [?] . Now since Σ p × Σ q acts on (Σ n ) + by right-multiplication, we are able to make sense of the definition of (X ⊗ Y ) n .
What is the action of Σ n on (X ⊗ Y ) n ? It is given by left-multiplication with the factor (Σ n ) + . Proposition 2.23: Let X, Y, Z ∈ sSet Σ * . Then there is a natural isomorphism
Proof. It is easy to work out explicitly with the following maps. Given f : X ⊗ Y → Z, for any n we have f n : ∨(Σ n ) + ∧ Σp×Σq (X p ∧Y q ) → Z p+q which is Σ n -equivariant. This is determined by universal property of wedge by the maps f p,q : (
Going the other way, with a family of such maps φ p,q , we define f p,q by f p,q (σ, x, y) = σ · φ p,q (x, y). One needs to verify that this is well defined, but it does work. One then pieces these maps together to get a map f ∈ sSet
QED With symmetric sequences, the tensor product is actually a symmetric monoidal product on the category. We need to define the twish map to be τ :
where ρ q,p is the q, p-shuffle, i.e. the permutation which moves the first q numbers to the end of p + q, or equivalently, moves the last p numbers of p + q to the front. It is essential to have this shuffle in the twist map for the product to be symmetric.
It is easy enough to verify that the symmetric sphere sequence S given by S n = (S 1 ) ∧n with the evident action of Σ n (permuting factors) is a commutative monoid in sSet Σ * . With this, we can then define the category of S-modules. This category is equivalent to the category of symmetric spectra defined above.
To say that S is a commutative monoid in sSet Σ * means that there are maps u : 1 → S and m : S ⊗ S → S. The symmetric sequence 1 is just 1 0 = S 0 and 1 n = * for n > 0. The map u is just the inclusion. The map m is given by
It is straightforward to verify the following diagrams commute. The commutativity of these diagrams is what it means for (S, u, m) to be a commutative monoid in sSet
A left S-module is a symmetric sequence X ∈ sSet Σ * with a pairing σ : S ⊗ X → X, i.e. maps σ p,q : S p ∧ X q → X p+q that must make the following diagrams commute.
It is straightforward to verify that these commutativity conditions recover the requirements for a symmetric spectrum. Indeed a symmetric spectrum X also makes the underlying symmetric sequence into a left S-module.
The fact that S is a commutative monoid allows us to construct a tensor product of S-modules. This will be our smash product of symmetric spectra. Given a left S-module X, we can also consider it as a right S-module in a natural way via the twist morphism. That is, define σ = σ • τ X ⊗ S → S ⊗ X → X. This construction makes X into an (S, S)-bimodule. With this structure in hand, we can then define the tensor product of left S-modules.
Given X, Y left S-modules, consider the diagram
The coequalizer of this diagram is what we call X ⊗ S Y or X ∧ Y . This is at first only a symmetric sequence. We can, however, equip it with the structure of a left S-module by using the compatible left S-module structure of X. So
It is instructive to verify that Σ
for A, B ∈ sSet * . Ring spectra (monoids in the category of the symm. monoidal cat. of spectra?)
Steenrod squares and cohomology operations
Definition 3.24: We briefly consider the set valued cohomology functors H n (−; A) with coefficients in an abelian group A. With this convention, a cohomology operation of type n, A, m, B is a natural transformation θ :
Remark 3.25: The reason why we use the set valued functors is because of Yoneda's lemma. We are interested in
, which on the right hand side is a priori only a set. Recall [X, K(A, n)] = hTop * (X, K(A, n)). With this in mind, a cohomology operation of type n, A, m, B is a natural transformation θ :
The Yoneda lemma says the natural transformations are in 1-1 correspondence with hTop * (K(A, n), K(B, m)).
Definition 3.26: The Steenrod squares Sq
) is a family of cohomology operations which satisfy the following properties:
6. Sq 0 = id; 7. Sq 1 is the Z 2 Bockstein homomorphism β coming from the coefficient sequence
Remark 3.27: There is a way to rearrange compositions of Sq i s by using the Adem relations.
The Adem relations generate all the relations among the Steenrod squares. A composition of the Steenrod squares Sq
The Steenrod squares are elements of Sq
for all n. Is the Steenrod algebra the algebra coming from stable limit of stable cohomology operations or something?
The construction of the Steenrod squares seems involved following Hatcher's approach. Some computations can be done using spectral sequences, see Davis and Kirk.
Steenrod squares show up in defining chern classes, and lots of cobordism theory computations.
Cobordism Theory-oriented cohomology theories
Definition 4.28: (Ring spectrum) A ring spectrum is a symmetric spectrum E with a map of spectra E ∧ E → E which satisfies a few axioms. From Stong, we have maps m p,q : E p ∧ E q → E p+q and a map u : S → E. These maps need to satisfy the following conditions:
1. The following diagram commutes up to homotopy and sign,
2. The following diagram commutes
What does it mean for a spectrum to be associative and commutative? Definition 4.29: (Oriented cohomology theory) Let E be an Ω-spectrum and a ring spectrum. We say the cohomology theory E * is oriented if there is a cohomology class τ ∈ E 2 (CP ∞ ) which satisfies ι * τ = u 2 ∈ E 2 (S 2 ). This class τ then can be used to define an orientation class e(ξ) ∈ E 2 (B(ξ)) for any C line bundle by pulling back τ along the classifying map ξ : B(ξ) → CP ∞ = BU (1). We define an E-orientation of ξ, a rank n real vector bundle to be an element
, so that for all x ∈ B(ξ) the pullback of t under the inclusion ι :
. The class t is called a Thom class for ξ. If we pullback the class t by the zero section s 0 : B(ξ) → M (ξ), we get a class e(ξ) = s * 0 (t) ∈ E 2 (B(ξ)) called the Euler class of the bundle. These definitions parallel the usual definitions just with a generalized cohomology theory. Example 4.30: M U is a ring spectrum, and indeed M U * is an oriented cohomology theory. The characteristic classes one obtains are called connor-floyd classes
. This is the universal example of an oriented cohomology theory. That is, for any other oriented cohomology theory E, there is a unique map M U → E.
Formulas in Homology and Cohomology theory
Tor and Ext
For finitely generated Abelian groups, the computation of Tor reduces to the following chart:
where (m, n) = gcd(m, n). We also have
and Tor(A, B) ∼ = Tor(B, A). For finitely generated Abelian groups, the computation of Ext reduces to the following chart:
We also have
Another short way to remember this information is by the formulas
and
Remark 5.31: To compute Tor and Ext for more general rings, it is useful to think of them as derived functors.
Here are the steps to compute Tor R n (A, B) with A, B ∈ R − Mod:
1. Take a projective, free, or flat resolution of A, written P · → A.
2. Apply − ⊗ R B to the resolution P · to get P · ⊗ B.
3. The resulting sequence P · ⊗ B is a chain complex, so taking homology, we define Tor
Here are the steps to compute Ext n R (A, B) with A, B ∈ R − Mod:
1. Take a projective or free resolution P · → A of A.
2. Apply the contravariant functor hom(−, B) to P · .
3. The resulting object hom(P · , B) is a cochain complex, so taking homology, we define Ext
Remark 5.32: For computations, it is often useful to use the (co)homological δ-functor properties of Tor and Ext. Definition 5.33: A homological δ functor is a sequence of additive functors h n : A → B where A and B are abelian categories, with a collection of natural transformations δ. If A B C is a short exact sequence in A, we get δ : h n (C) → h n−1 (A). These are then required to fit into a long exact sequence for any short exact sequence A B C in A:
A cohomological δ-functor consists of additive functors h n : A → B with natural transformations δ : h n (C) → h n+1 (A) fitting into a long exact sequence 
With the same setup but for Ext, we get a long exact sequence
Example 5.36: Add in dimension shifting for computations if time permits. Theorem 5.37: If R = Λ is a PID, then Ext n and Tor n vanish for n > 1.
Universal coefficient theorems
We first start off with the topological results, then review the algebraic results and try to obtain a unifying result. Theorem 5.38: (Universal coefficient theorem for cohomology: cohomology in terms of homology) We take: (X, A) a pair of spaces, R a PID, M ∈ R − Mod and get the exact sequence (which splits)
and the absolute version which is exact (and splits)
Note that taking (X, * ) gives a relative version of the theorem, getting rid of a superfluous term. One way to look at this theorem is that it is relating actual cohomology to its interpretation of being R-valued functions on homology classes. In general, the interpretation isn't exact and there is a correction term. To remember if the index in the Ext term is q ± 1, you should think about the simple example:
The Ext term shows up because of the hom. The obvious map from H n (X; R) → hom(H n (X), R) lets you know that the Ext term shows up on the left. Theorem 5.39: (Universal coefficient theorem for cohomology: cohomology in terms of cohomology) If R is a PID, M is a f initely generated R-module, C * is a free chain complex of R-modules, then the following sequence is split exact.
The topological version is if X is a space, M is a finitely generated R-module, then
Theorem 5.40: (Universal coefficient theorem for homology: homology in terms of homology) We take: (X, A) a pair of spaces, R a PID, M an R − Mod and get the exact sequence (which splits)
and the absolute version
Theorem 5.41: (universal coefficient theorem for homology: homology in terms of cohomology) Let R be a PID, let C * be a free chain complex of R-modules, suppose H q (C * ) is f initely generated for each q, let M be an R-module. Then the following sequence is exact, natural, and splits.
For a topological version, let X be a finite CW complex, M an R-module. Then the following sequence is exact, natural, and splits.
Theorem 5.42: (Algebraic Künneth theorem) Let C * and D * be chain complexes over a PID R. Suppose further that C q is a free R-module. Then the following sequence is exact and splits (the splitting is not natural).
Theorem 5.43: (Künneth theorem) Let X and Y be topological spaces, let R be a PID. Then the following sequence is exact and splits (the splitting is not natural).
Example 5.44: A simple example to see how the indices should be in the torsion term, we can consider C * = D * given by C 1 = C 0 = Z and ·2 = d 1 : C 1 → C 0 as the chain map, all other terms and maps being 0. We can compute
and we compute H 0 (T * ) = Z 2 , H 1 (T * ) = Z 2 , H n (T * ) = 0 for all other n. Since H 0 (C * ) = Z 2 is the only non-zero homology term, the Tor term which arises when trying to compute H 1 (C * ⊗ C * ) must have H 0 (C * ) in both slots. So we see the sum of the indices in the Tor term alwas is 1 less than the homology we are trying to compute. Remembering whether it shows up on C * or D * is only important if one of C * and D * is not a free chain complex. Example 5.45: The UCT for homology in terms of homology can be obtained from the algebraic Künneth theorem by viewing the coefficient module as a chain complex concentrated in degree 0. Theorem 5.46: (Algebraic Künneth theorem for cohomology.) This result is a bit more complicated, which explains all of the extra conditions in the above topological sequences. See Weibel pg. 90. Theorem 5.47: Gysin sequence, Wang sequence are long exact sequences of (co)homology groups to fibrations S n → E → B respectively F → E → S n with n ≥ 1. They can be obtained by looking at the LSAH SS of the fibration and splicing together exact sequences. If n = 0, the result holds for fiber bundles, but the proof is more hands on, if one uses Z 2 coefficients. Theorem 5.48: Freudenthal suspension theorem says the suspension map [
, ΣX] for X a based, n-connected space is an isomorphism if k < 2n + 1 and surjective if k = 2n + 1. Theorem 5.49: Poincaré duality says for M a compact, oriented manifold of dimension n, that there is an isomorphism
Theorem 5.50: Alexander duality is a formula describing the homology of a sphere minus a nice (compact, locally contractible, nonepty, proper) subspace K, and the subspace K.
Theorem 5.51: (Lefschetz duality) Suppose M is a compact R-orientable nmanifold with boundary ∂M . Then there is a class
Definition 5.52: (lim ← − 1 ) Suppose we have an inverse system of abelian groups
we can then take the inverse limit of this system, which is the subobject of A i given by
Theorem 5.53: lim ← − 1 is the first derived functor of inverse limit, all higher derived functors vanish. So lim ← − 1 is a universal cohomological δ functor. So there is a long exact sequence to a short exact sequence of towers of abelian groups.
We have the Mittag-Leffler condition on an inverse system (tower of abelian groups) A i . It says that if for any k there exists a j ≥ k such that the image A i → A k equals the image of A j → A k for all i ≥ j. This is satisfied trivially if all maps are surjective.
The trivial Mittag-Leffler condition is if for each k there exists a j > k such that A j → A k is zero. Theorem 5.54: If the inverse system A i satisfies the Mittag-Leffler condition, then lim ← − 1 A i = 0.
Theorem 5.55: Let X = lim − → X i be a CW complex (this is not necessarily the skeleton filtration!), and let h * and h * be generalized homology and cohomology theories. Then h k (X) = lim − → h k (X i ) and there is an exact sequence
Cobordism Theory
Theorem 6.56: (The Thom isomorphism theorem) Let ξ : E → B be an orientable R-vector bundle with rank n. To this bundle, there is a corresponding bundle
, that is, all points in E corresponding to non-zero vectors in the fiber R n . The bundle E 0 is homotopy equivalent to an S n−1 -bundle over B. Consider the natural inclusion ι : E 0 → E. There is a class u ∈ H n (E, E 0 ) so that the homomorphism Φ :
The pair (E, E 0 ) ∼ = (D(ξ), S(ξ)) that is, the disc bundle relative the sphere bundle, and from this perspective we see we are computing the cohomology of the Thom space of the bundle ξ, that is M B = M (ξ) = D(ξ)/S(ξ). and H * (M (ξ)) ∼ = H * (E, E 0 ). Note: the Thom space is NOT an S n -bundle since the entire sphere bundle is crushed to a point! Not the sphere in each fiber, separately.
From the de Rham point of view, one can get away with talking about compactly supported cohomology in the vertical direction, and the isomorphism is then
. One direction of the isomorphism is given by integration along the fiber, the other by wedging with the Thom class.
To this pair (E 0 , E) there is a long exact cohomology sequence 1. ((B, f )-structures on vector bundles) Let f r : B r → BO r be a sequence of fibrations. Let ξ : B(ξ) → BO r be a rank r vector bundle. A (B, f ) structure on ξ is a lifting of ξ to B r , i.e.ξ : B(ξ) → B r . The structures are defined up to vertical homotopy. f, g )-structures on manifolds) (B, f ) are as above. Now g r : B r → B r+1 so that
((B,
commutes. A (B, f ) structure on a manifold M is then a (B, f ) structure on the stable normal bundle on M . That is, for k >> 0, embeddings M → R k are regularly isotopic, so the normal bundles are independent of the embedding. We then choose (B, f ) structures on the normal bundles in the stable range so that the lifts are compatible with the commutative squares above.
Proposition 6.61: The cobordism semi-group for the cobordism category of manifolds with (B, f )-structures is denoted by M B * . The semi-group is actually an abelian group in this case.
Give the standard examples: unoriented manifolds, oriented manifolds, framed cobordism, Example 6.62:
with generators x i for i = 2 n −1. The generators correspond to real projective spaces in even dimensions. The odd dimensional generators are given by Dold manifolds. For n, m ≥ 0 consider the space S n ×CP m and the involution ι(x, z) = (−x, z) where −x is the point antipodal to x and z is obtained by conjugating each homogeneous coordinate for z. Dold then defines P (n, m) = S n × CP m /(x, z) ∼ ι(x, z). He then shows that these manifolds can be taken as generators of M O * .
Stiefel-Whitney numbers are the means to distinguish cobordant manifolds. Stiefel-Whitney classes can be computed using their axioms in many cases. The definition of the Stiefel-Whitney classes is a bit more complicated.
Computation of M O * (X) can be done using cofibration sequence and the LSAH SS. Example 6.63: ( M SO * ) The description is not so simple. M SO * ⊗ Q ∼ = Q[x 4 , x 8 , ...], generators given by CP 2n . M SO * only has torsion of order 2, and only in dimensions not a multiple of 4. The groups are always finitely generated.
The Dold manifolds from M O * are in fact orientable in odd dimensions, so they determine non-trivial order two classes in M SO * . Using the above calculations and the product structure, one can determine that M SO n = 0 for all n ≥ 8.
Classifying numbers are pontrjagin numbers and stiefel-whitney numbers. In particular, if M 4k is an oriented manifold, it bounds iff all pontrjagin numbers are zero.
Wall proved M n oriented manifold bounds iff all pontrjagin numbers and all stiefel-whitney numbers vanish.
Pontrjagin classes are constructed by... Description of stably almost complex structures is discussed briefly in Davis and Kirk. Add on trivial bundle to tangent bundle and equivalence classes of almost complex structures on those.
Description as Lazard ring with universal Formal Group Law. Milnor computes M U * formally, i.e. not using the geometric definition. One can compute H * (M U ) and H * (M U ) explicitly, see Adams's blue book p. 51. One has a Hurewicz map M U * = π * (M U ) → H * (M U ) that Milnor uses to do the computation. Definition 6.65: Stiefel-Whitney classes and Stiefel-Whitney numbers Use axiomatic for stiefel whitney classes. Get them by pulling back well-chosen generators of cohomology of BO(n). General definition uses thom iso and steenrod squares.
where φ is the Thom isomorphism.
Definition 6.66: Euler class of an oriented vector bundle is the pull-back of the Thom class to the base by the zero section. The euler class is natural wrt oriented vector bundle maps. The euler class with mod 2 coefficients gives the stiefel-whitney class. Also there is a sum formula: e(ξ ⊕ ξ ) = e(ξ) ∪ e(ξ ). Definition 6.67: Chern classes. Top chern class is euler class, look at E 0 and make 2(n − 1) dim'l vector bundle over that, pull back the euler class for that to get next lower chern class. repeat... Using a hermitian metric on the bundle.
Chern classes are natural wrt complex vector bundle maps. Chern classes are stable vector bundle invariants. Product theorem for total chern classes holds. Definition 6.68: Pontrjagin classes and complexification of oriented vector bundles. Take an oriented bundle, complexify it by tensoring with C, get a complex vector bundle. Look at the chern classes. The ones in dimension 4n + 2 will be of order two (or zero, or something), the others are called pontrjagin classes. See this because the complexified bundle is isomorphic to its conjugate bundle.
Pontrjagin classes are natural and stable oriented vector bundle invariants. There is almost a product formula, up to elements of order two. Theorem 6.69: (Thom-Pontrjagin Theorem) The cobordism theory for (B, f ) manifolds is related to stable homotopy theory by the equation
Theorem 6.70: M B * defines a reduced generalized homology theory. At very least, try to see that M O * does. Theorem 6.71: LSAH SS for generalized homology theories and computations.
Complex Cobordism
Complex cobordism is the cobordism theory of manifolds with a stable almost complex structure. In what follows, we develop the theory and present a sketch of the computation of M U * . Definition 7.72: (Normal bundle) Let X n be a compact, smooth, n-dimensional manifold. If ι : X → M is an embedding of smooth manifolds, we define the normal bundle of X via the embedding ι to be the bundle ν(ι) = ι * (T M )/T X. If we equip M with a Riemannian metric, ν(ι) can be identified with the subbundle of T M given by ν(ι) x = {v ∈ T x M | ∀w ∈ ι * (T X), < v, w >= 0}, i.e. the orthogonal complement of ι * (T X).
Every manifold X can be embedded into some R n+r for r >> 0. Furthermore, if ι 1 , ι 2 : X → R n+r are two embeddings with r sufficiently large, ι 1 and ι 2 are regularly homotopic, i.e. a homotopy H :
is an embedding for all t ∈ I, and H t * : T X → T R n+r is continuous. This result is proven in [?] [Theorem 8.4 ]. In the paper, Hirsch develops an obstruction to when two maps f, g are regularly homotopic Ω (f, g). As we can embed ι 1 , ι 2 : X → R 2n+1 , the obstruction for these two embeddings to be regularly homotopic lies in π n (V n (R 2n+1 ) = 0. Hence the result. The above result is important, because it guarantees that we can talk about a well-defined stable normal bundle of X. Namely, take any embedding ι : X → R n+r , and consider the normal bundle ν(ι). For any two different embeddings ι 1 or ι 2 , a regular homotopy connecting them induces an isomorphism of the normal bundles. Furthermore, the bundle is stably defined. That is, if you have an embedding ι r : X → R n+r and ι r+1 : X → R n+r+1 , the embedding ι r+1 is regularly homotopic to the embedding j n+r • ι r :
Using the language of classifying spaces clarifies some of the above points. Let G r (R n+r ) denote the Grassmannian of r-planes in R n+r . From the map j n+r :
given by the image of a subspace under j n+r . A classifying space for r-bundles is BO r := G r = lim − →n G r (R n+r ). This is the classifying space for principal O r (R)-bundles and r-dimensional real vector bundles.
The infinite Stiefel manifold of r-frames is defined in a similar way. Let V r (R n+r ) = {(v 1 , . . . , v r ) | ∧ i v i = 0}, i.e. it consists of ordered sets of r linearly independent vectors in R n+r , also called an r-frame. It is topologized as the subset of (R n+r ) r . There is also an orthogonal Stiefel manifold V O r (R n+r ) consisting of all orthonormal rframes in R n+r . There is a natural map p : A regular homotopy between embeddings ι 1 , ι 2 : X → R n+r gives a homotopy H : X × I → BO r , so that H 0 = ν(ι 1 ) and H 1 = ν(ι 2 ). Therefore, the normal bundles are indeed isomorphic as their structure maps are homotopic.
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Definition 7.73: (Classifying space for U r ) Let U r be the unitary group of transformations of C r , i.e. those linear transformations A : C r → C r such that AA * = I where (−) * is the conjugate dual. It is straightforward to verify that U r ⊆ O 2r under the the canonical identification of C r with R 2r . We therefore have an action of U r on V structure on X × {0} is the given one, while the stably a.c. structure on X × {1} is the other structure. This is because the inward pointing normal at 0 and at 1 have different sign.
If we embed X → R 2 , then X × I → R 3 , the inward pointing normal at X × {0} is e 3 while the inward pointing normal at X × {1} is −e 3 . If the stably almost complex structure on X was given by (e 1 , e 2 ), then the stably a.c. structure on X × {0} is given by (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) which is equivalent to the given one. But the stably almost complex structure on X × {1} is given by (e 1 , e 2 , −e 3 ) which is easily seen to be inequivalent to (e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ).
With this, it is easy to reason that M U 0 ∼ = Z. Similarly, one can also show with bare hands that M U 1 ∼ = 0.
The complete computation of M U * presented by Stong, originally computed by Milnor and Quillen, we need to make use of some heavy machinery. The main insight is to recast the problem from geometric generators and relations into stable homotopy theory. The Pontrjagin-Thom construction does just that. To solve the stable homotopy theory problem, we make heavy use of the Steenrod algebra structure and 8. Model categories 9. Presheaf cohomology Definition 9.77: Let X ∈ Top, a presheaf F on X is a functor F : Open(X) op → Ab. A presheaf is called a sheaf if it satisfies the gluing axiom: if x ∈ F(U ), y ∈ F(V ) such that x| U ∩V = y| U ∩V , then there exists a unique element z ∈ F(U ∪V ) which restricts to x and y on U and V respectively. Example 9.78: Let π : Y → X be a map. For any q ≥ 0 there is a cohomology presheaf H q on X given by π which is defined as follows. For U ∈ Open(X), define H q (U ) = H q (π −1 (U )), and for ι :
Definition 9.79: Let X ∈ Top, let F be a presheaf on X, and let U be an open cover of X. TheČech complex of X wrt to U and F is given by
with differential δ. The differential δ is given by first defining ∂ i :
The cohomology of this chain complex is denoted by H * (U; F). One then defines H p (X; F) := lim − → H p (U; F).
Theorem 9.80: (Leray's construction) Let π : Y → X be a map of smooth manifolds, let U be an open cover of X, let H q be the cohomology presheaf given by the map π. There is a spectral sequence E with E p,q 2 = H p (U; H q ) which converges to H * (X). Question: Can we loosen the restrictions on the manifolds and maps in Leray's construction? Is there such a spectral sequence if we just have a CW complex and cellular maps? Remark 9.81: Note that the cohomology with coefficients in a presheaf is very similar toČech cohomology.Čech cohomology is obtained by computing the singular cohomology of the nerve of a cover U. For presheaf cohomology, the setup is exactly the same, except we apply the presheaf to the open sets and inclusion maps to get a different chain complex. Is there a way to make this description better? Is there some kind of thing definable on a singular set which behaves like the presheaf does in this specific case?
Homology with local coefficients
Homology with local coefficients arises in the LSAH SS if the base space of a fibration isn't simply connected. Definition 10.82: Let X be a nice enough space so it has a universal cover X (locally path connected, semi-locally simply connected), let G = π 1 (X), and let A be a ZG = Z[G]-module. Then we define the singular chain complex for X with coefficients in A by S * (X; A) = S * ( X) ⊗ ZG A. The homology of this complex is called the homology of X with local coefficients in A and is denoted by H * (X; A). Definition 10.83: In a similar fashion, we also get cohomology with local coefficients in A by defining S * (X; A) = hom ZG (S * ( X), A). Cohomology with local coefficients in A is then the cohomology of this cochain complex. Remark 10.84: If the action of G = π 1 (X) on A is trivial, i.e. ρ : G → Aut(A) is the trivial homomorphism, then homology with local coefficients in A is just regular homology with coefficients in the abelian group A. If A = ZG, then H k (X; ZG) ∼ = H k ( X; Z). Remark 10.85: If X is a CW structure, one can use the induced cell structure on X and the cellular chain complexes to define (co)homology with local coefficients. Example 10.86: Let F → E → B be a fibration. There is then an action of π 1 (B) on the homology or cohomology of the fiber. Let [α] ∈ π 1 (B), then [α] lifts to a map F → F by using the homotopy lifting property in the following way.
The map H 1 : F → F is then obtained by H 1 (x) = H(x, 1). It is a result that this map is homotopic to any other lift H of the map F × [0, 1] → B. We then get an action π 1 (B) → [F, F ]. With this action, we see that applying a generalized homology theory E * or generalized cohomology theory E * that π 1 (B) acts on E * (F ) resp. E * (F ). That is, there is a group homomorphism π 1 (B) → Aut(E * (F )) resp. π 1 (B) → Aut(E * (F )). Thus E * (F ) resp. E * (F ) is a Zπ 1 (B)-module and so we can talk about (co)homology with local coefficients in the (co)homology of the fiber F . This construction is used in the LSAH SS. Given positive chain complexes C and D with C projective and D acyclic (i.e.
Spectral sequences
We can always view a contravariant functor F : C → D as a covariant functor
Hence when defining the left and right derived fuctors of a contravariant functor, we simply take the already defined left and right derived functors of F op . The same goes with the definitions of left and right exact functors.
For Λ-modules A and B, we have
where an extension E of A by B is B → E → A, and the equivalence is natural.
13. Category Theory Proposition 13.92: If ε : id → GF and δ : F G → id are natural transformations and if the equation δF • F ε = id and Gδ • εG = id hold, then η : F G, defined by η(φ) = Gφ • ε X , is a natural equivalence which shows F is left adjoint to G. Furthermore, ε and δ are the unit and counit of the adjunction η respectively.
Conversely, if η : F G is a natural equivalence, then ε X := η(id F X ) and δ Y := η −1 (id GY ) define natural transformations which satisfy the above equations.
Proposition 13.93: If η : F G and η : F G , then there exists a natural equivalence between G and G . We remark that for all Y ∈ D, we have GY ∼ = G Y . Alternatively, G determines F up to natural equivalence. Proof. For the general result, the following diagram is helpful. A solution set for Y is a set {X i ∈ C | i ∈ I} and {f i : Y → F X i } | i ∈ I} where I is a set (yes, a set!) if: for any X ∈ C and any φ : Y → F X there exists an i and φ : X i → X such that the following diagram commutes
Remark 13.97: It is easy to see that if L F then {LY } with {ε Y : Y → F LY } is a solution set for Y by using the naturality of the adjunction. Thus for a left adjoint to F to exist, the functor F must satisfy the solution set condition. Definition 13.98: Let F : C → D be a functor and consider Y ∈ D. A cosolution set 4 for Y is a set {X i ∈ C | i ∈ I} and {f i : F X i → Y } where I is a set if: for any X ∈ C and any φ : F X → Y there exists an i and φ : X → X i such that the following diagram commutes
Remark 13.99: It is clear tht if F R then {F RY } with {δ Y : F RY → Y } is a cosolution set for Y . Thus for a right adjoint to F to exist, the functor F must satisfy the cosolution set condition. The following theorem due to Freyd provides a partial converse to the above remarks. The conditions are slightly idealized, however, and it will not be of much use to us. We state the theorem without proof; see [ML-1971, § V.6] or [M-1967, § V.3 ] for a proof. Theorem 13.100: (Freyd's Adjoint Functor Theorem) Suppose C is a complete category (that is, all limits for I a small category exist) which has C(X, Y ) a set for all objects X, Y . Then a functor F : C → D has a left adjoint if and only if F preserves all (small) limits and there is a solution set for all Y ∈ D. Theorem 13.101: (Special adjoint functor theorem)
Monoidal categories
